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Design No.: ANC0003-15

Designed by Arorua

Floral Heart 
Wedding Ring 

Holder



Embrodery

Intermediate 3

ANC0003-15_Floral Heart Wedding Ring Holder
Anchor Stranded Cotton 8m No. 4635000- # (Colour nº)
Anchor Lamé 8 m No. 4180000 - # (Colour nº)

Nº 6-7 6‘‘

1 x #00880; #00882; #00883; #00885; #00858; #00859; #00226; 
#00874; #00875; #00876
1 x #00300

Floral Heart Wedding  
Ring Holder
MATERIAL 
White cotton fabric; satin ribbon 40 cm; scissors; fabric pen water soluble.

STITCHES USED 
Please refer to the sketch to reference the stitches used  and the number of 
strands used. In the embroidery pattern the color code of Anchor Embroi-
dery Floss is indicated by “#”.

INSTRUCTIONS
Print the pattern.
Tape your pattern to a window and secure the fabric over it so you can see 
the pattern lines through the fabric. Tracing pattern lines onto fabric with a 
fabric pen water soluble. An ordinary pencil will work too, although just be 
sure you cover lead pencil lines completely with your embroidery.
Place the fabric in the embroidery hoop. 
Embroider stems with stem stich and fly stich. 
Embroider leafs with lazy daisy stitch and fishbone stich. 
Embroider flowers with woven wheel stitch, lazy daisy stitch and bullion 
loop. For bullion loop, the size depends on the number of strands and 
wraps. This number is indicated in the embroidery pattern. 
Embroider flower centres with french knots (2 wraps).
Sew a satin ribbon in the center.
You can finish the back of your ring holder sewing a felt circle or gluing a 
scrapbook paper.

WASHING INSTRUCTIONS
All our threads are produced in accordance with Oeko-Tex standards. PH 
values are tested and all our colour dye lots adhere to Global fastness stand-
ards. However, it is important to follow our thread washing instructions. Par-
ticularly with dark colors, excess dye can remain on the thread. To minimise 
any potential bleeding of excess dyestuff it is important to wash the products 
in THE HOTTEST TEMPERATURE possible, in accordance with the speci-
fications of the fabrics, and use a large amount of water. Please make sure 
that you also follow the fabric washing instructions where appropriate. As a  
precaution, you can also use decolorating sheets that you can find in any 
supermarket.
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